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ABSTRACT 

Two simulated nuclear waste glasses were corroded in an in-situ 
experiment in the Stripa mine up to one year at 90°c and ambient 
temperature. Changes in compositional in-depth profiles were 
measured using Fourier transform infrared reflection spectroscopy, 
SIMS and Rutherford back-scattering. 

For glass/glass interfaces, both glasses showed depletion of Na, 
Cs and B, but for the more corrosion resistant glass, the lower 
depletion is ascribed to the formation of a thin (0.2 nm) coherent 
and dense outer layer, enriched in Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn-Al), and Si, 
which impedes both ion exchange and network attack of the bulk 
underneath. 

For the bentonite interfaces, cation exchange of Ca, Mg, Al and 
Fe from the bentonite for primarily Na and Bis found to produce 
a glass surface tha~ has th5~e silicate-rich layers. The larger 
concentrations of M + and M cations and the high silica content 
of the reaction layers result in a considerably retarded rate of 
ion exchange after the formation of these layers during the first 
three months of burial. 

The granite interfaces showed the lowest rate of attack. This 
appears to be due to a large increase of Fe and Al within the 
glass surfaces exposed to granite. 

The results obtained using Rutherford back-scattering confirm 
the results obtained using the other techniques for surface 
analysis. 

Analysis of burial samples cast in steel mini-canisters show no 
significant effects associated with the steel canister-glass 
interface. 
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FOREWORD 

IN-SITU ONE-YEAR BURIAL EXPERIMENTS 
WITH 

SIMULATED NUCLEAR WASTE GLASSES 

In 1981 a series of burial experiments using simulated nuclear 
waste glasses started in Stripa mine. In this experimental study 
the corrosion of several glass compositions have been studied in 
contact with groundwater, granite, bentonite and overpack 
materials under realistic conditions. To date results for 
exposure times up to one year have been evaluated, but the study 
is still in progress and results for longer exposure times will 
be presented in forthcoming reports as well as results from 
studies using glass compositions other than the ones reported 
here. 

The present report contains a decription of the experimental 
set-up, together with four papers discussing the specific inter
actions for the glass/glass, glass/bentonite and glass/granite 
interfaces followed by a paper on the application of Rutherford 
back-scattering for surface analysis. 



EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

For the study, two configurations of glass, canister, overpack 
and buffer/backfill materials were designed (Figs, 1 and 2). Both 
configurations were inserted into 56 mm diameter, 3 m deep 
boreholes in the Stripa mine at the 340 m level and maintained at 
90°c. One of Lhe configurations (Fig. 2) was also kept at ambient 
temperature, approx. 10°c. In the experiments reported here, two 
glass types were used, ABS 39 and ABS 41 (Table 1). 

TABLE 1 

GLASS COMPOSITION (WEIGHT%) 

Oxide ABS 39 ABS 41 

SiO2 48.5 52.0 
B2O3 19.1 15.9 
Al2O3 3.1 2.5 
Na2O 12.9 9.9 
Fe2O3 5.7 3.0 
ZnO 0 3.0 
Li2O 0 3.0 
UO2 1.7 1. 7 
Simulated 
fission products 9.0 9.0 

One configuration, Fig. 1, is designed to simulate closely a 
waste package in a disposal hole. The glass specimens, referred 
to as ''mini-canisters", contain ABS 39 or ABS 41 glass cast into 
chromium-nickel steel cylinders. The upper and lower surfaces of 
the mini-canisters are polished to to a 600 grit surface finish 
after a concentric center hole is bored for a center heater rod. 
The mini-canisters are then arranged to provide glass/glass and 
glass/bentonite interfaces as is shown schematically in Fig. 3. 
Sleeves of lead and titanium or copper overpacks are placed 
around the steel wall of the mini-canister, and a bentonite 
buffer sleeve separates the waste package form the granite walls 
of the borehole in the granitic rock. 

In the second configuration (called "pineapple slices"), right 
cicular discs of glass, granite, bentonite and various overpack 
are stacked around a central tube containing a heater rod, to 
maximize the number of interfaces between glass and other 
materials (Fig. 2). The sequence of interfaces are shown schemat
ically in Fig. 4. One side of each glass sample is polished to 
600 grit. The alternate side is left rough in order to avoid 
mixing the interfaces during disassembly. 



Both configurations provide interfaces between the glass and the 
other components in the KBS waste storage concept. However, the 
the number of interfaces are maximized in the "pineapple slice" 
configuration (28 vs 8) and consequently most experiments are 
performed using that configuration. 



Figure 1. Mini-canister experiment; Photograph of: granite disc, 

bentonite sleeve, holder, glass canister, and bentonite 
disc. 



Figure 2. Parts of a "pineapple slice" stack. 



81 = Highly compacted 
bentonite plate 

------ 81 
82 = Highly compacted 

---~82 bentonite (ring) 

----M M = Metal comp. 
f Steel 253 MA 

-----G lead titanium 
copper) 

G = Glass 
___ --GR 

GR= Granite 

Figure 3. Schematic view of a mini-canister in a borehole. 



B = Highly compacted 
bentonite 

G = Glass 

M = Metal (Cu, Ti, Pb) 

GR= Granite 

Figure 4. Sequence of glass interfaces in the "pineapple slice" 
burial configuration. 
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Introduction 

The long term reliability of nuclear waste glasses will depend upon 

the interaction of water with glass and various components 0£ the storage 

system. An experiment designed to test nuclear waste storage system 

interactions in deep granite burial has been in place for more than one 

year. Two configurations of glass, canister, overpack and backfill material 

were inserted into 56 mm x 3 m deep boreholes located at the 330 m level 

in the STRIPA mine. One configuration (called "pineapple slices") involved 

thin, right circular discs of glass with a central hole for a heater 

rod. These glass discs were stacked together with similar discs of the 

other materials to form a sequence of interfaces. The second configuration, 

called minicans, was designed to simulate closely a waste package in a 

disposal hole. The minicans contain glass cast into steel cylinders 

and arranged to provide glass-glass and glass-bentonite interfaces. 

Sleeves of lead and titanium or copper overpacks were placed around the 

steel wall of the minican and a bentonite sleeve separated the waste package 

from the walls of the borehole. The thermal period of storage is modeled 

by use of 90°c centerline heaters. Equivalent burial samples are maintained 

at the 8 to 10°c ambient of the STRIPA mine in Sweden. A more detailed 

description of the experimental design can be found in previous papers by 

authors where one month data from glass-glass and glass-bentonite inter

faces (1) and several glass-metal overpack interfaces have been reported 

(2). The time dependence of the glass interfacial reactions, after 1, 3 and 

12 months, has also been recently reported (3). 
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Each of these reports showed a significant difference between the 

rate of attack of the two alkali borosilicate glass compositions investigated 

in the burial experiment (Table 1). The purpose of this paper is to examine 

the difference in surface compositional gradients between th~ two glasses 

after one year 90°C burial. Polished glass interfaces in contact with 

polished glass of the same composition are discussed herein. Subsequent 

papers will discuss glass-bentonite and glass-granite interfaces. 

Method 

Data from glass-glass interfaces were obtained from the "pineapple 

slice" samples (1,2) after one year burial at 90°C in STRIPA at 330 m 

depth. Duplicate one-year assemblies were buried and the results described 

in this paper came from samples located in the B position, as discussed 

in detail elsewhere (3). Previous investigations involved surface 

analysis by Fourier transform IR reflection spectroscopy (FTIRRS) of more 

than 100 glass-glass interfaces after one year 90° C burial (3). The interfaces 

described in this papper are representative of this large area of glass 

studied. 

Compositional profiles were obtained from the samples using the SIMS 

method described previously (1-4). Data were obtained for 17 elements. 

Results 

The FTIRRS spectra representative of the two glass compositions 

(Table 1) shows considerable difference after one year burial at 90°c. 

Glass ABS 41 has changed very little, with only a slight shift in the primary 

Si-=-Si molecular stretching vibration to a higher wavenumber (Fig. 1). In 

contrast, glass ABS 39 shows both a greater shift upwards in the stretching 

vibration and a considerable loss in spectral intensity in the region from 

1000 cm- 1 to 800 cm- 1. Based upon previous IRRS investigations of glass

water interactions (5,6) these spectral differences can be attributed to 
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extensive loss of alkali and alkaline earth cations from the ABS 39 glass 

surface and formation of a Sio2-rich surface layer. The absence of the 

spectral changes for glass ABS 41 shows that there is very much less 

alteration of the relative proportion of bridging oxygen and non-bridging 

oxygen bonds in the glass surface. 

The SIMS data provide a quantitative explanation of the FTIRRS surface 

spectral differences between the two glasses. Figures 2-5 show the 

compositional depth profiles for both glass compositions. Figure 2 

+1 4+ 
summarizes results for them cations; Fig. 3 for M and rare earths; 

2+ . 3+ ( . . 
Fig. 4 for M ; and Fig. 5 for the other M cations. The oxidation 

. . 3+ 4+ . 
state for multivalent species such as Fe or U is only assumed for 

simplicity when assigning the data to respective figures as SIMS analyses 

is for the elemental concentration (4). 

It is evident from Figs. 2-5 that two distinctive surface regions 

are present on each glass. Adjacent to the bulk glass i a plateau enriched 

in Si and depleted in a number of other species. This is the so-called 

silica-rich gel layer reported for many glasses (5,6). The thickness of this 

gel layer is approximately 3.5 µm for glass ABS 39 and approximately 1.5 µm 

for glass ABS 41. Table 1 compares the composition of the gel layer at mid-

plateau; i.e., 2 µm for glass 39 and 

blass composition. 

0.6 µm for glass 41, with the bulk 

A second, outer layer of considerably different composition is present 

at the glass-water-glass interface. The thickness of the outer layer is only 

about 0,2 µm for both glasses. Table 1 compares the elemental composition of 

the outer layer with the gel layer and the bulk composition. 
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The data in Table 1 for the "mid-plateau" gel layer correspond to 

a particular point on the abscissa of the profiles, and do not (especially 

where marked with a, b, or c) more than qualitatively relate to the average 

concentrations in the whole plateau region. Also, the elemental concentrations 

presented for the outer layer corresponds only to a particular probe area, 

40 µm in diameter. Some variation from point to point on the surface can be 

expected, based upon our previous FTIRRS results (3). 

Surface dealkalization of glass ABS 39 extends about 3.SX deeper than 

glass ABS 41. The shape of the compositional profiles for Na, Cs and Li 

(Fig. 2) between the bulk glass and the plateau region is similar for each 

element and each glass and corresponds in part to a diffusional grandient. 

The plateau shapes are similar. However, the outer surface layer differs for 

the two glasses (see Table 1). Both Na and Li are depleted in the outer 

layer for ABS 41 whereas Cs has a concentration increase. In contrast Na seems 

somewhat enhanced in the outer layer for ABS 39 and Cs is depleted compared 

with ABS 41. 

A dramatic result shown in Fig. 2 is the reverse concentration 

gradient of Kin the surface of both glasses. The depth of the K-rich layer 

corresponds to the depth of Na, Cs and in (ABS 41) Li depletion indicating 

there has been an ion-exchange counter diffusion gradient throughout the 

burial period. 

The alkali exchange results in nearly equivalent thickness of silica 

enrichment (Fig. 3 and Table 1). Glass ABS 41 shows a 1.2 µm silicarich 

layer and ABS 39 has a 3.5 µrn layer. This difference between the two glasses 

is roughly equivalent to the difference in depth of dealkalization. 
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Multiple valence species such as La, Zr, Y and U all behave similarly 

for both glasses (Fig. 3). There is a gradual depletion of these elements 

throughout the plateau layer, without the sharp diffusional gradient 

exhibited byg the alkali species. At the outer surface ( 0.2 µm), the 

concentration of these higher valence elements decreases for both glasses. 

However, for glass ABS 41 the change in elemental concentration of the 

outer layer is associated with an increase in Si and M2+ species (Fig. 4), 

whereas glass ABS 39 shows only an enhanced Si concentration (Fig. 3). 

2+ 
Surface compositional profiles of the M elements (Fig. 4) show the 

most striking difference between the two glasses. There is an extensive 

Ca ion exchange layer on ABS 39 to the same depth (3.5 µm) as the 

dealkalization and silica-rich layer. The Ca concentration in the outer 

layer is decreased for glass ABS 39, however. In contrast, glass ABS 41 has 

a continously increasing Ca concentration from the bulk to the surface. At 

least three distinct regions of enhanced Ca appear to be present on the 

surface of glass ABS 41 after the 1 year burial. Glass ABS 41 shows three 

regions of Mg enhancement as well. (Mg was not measured on ABS 39 for 

technical reasons). 

The most marked finding of this study is the behavior of Ba, Sr, and 

Zn on the two glasses. Glass ABS 39 has compositional profiles for Ba and 

Sr that are very similar to the alkali profiles of that glass (Fig.2). There is 

no Zn in ABS 39. In contrast, all three elements in glass ABS 41 depleted from 

the bulk have concentration within the outer layer on the glass. In fact, 

Zn has concentrated in the surface several fold over the bulk concentration. 

Behavior of B, A1 and Fe during burial is approximately the same for 

both glasses (Fig. 5), although quite different from element to element. 

Boron is depleted from the surface to a depth equivalent to the loss of 

alkali ions. Again, a significant difference between the two glasses is the 
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elemental concentration of the outer layer formed. The 0.2 ~m 

outer layer on ABS 41 appears to have more present even though 

the bulk composition has less B than ABS 39. More strikingly, the 

gel plateau region of ABS 41 has more than twice the B content 

than ABS 39 (Table 1). 

Aluminium remains constant in the glass/glass interface for 

both glasses. This behavior is different from the A1 surface 

enhancement observed for glass/bentonite interfaces (7) which is 

evidence that there was no bentonite intrusion between the glass/ 

glass interfaces reported herein. This is an important observation 

since another study has shown considerable variation in glass/glass 

interfacial results due to intrusion of bentonite solutions (3). 

Iron concentrates within the gel plateau region (Fig. 5) for 

both glasses to a depth equivalent to the dealkalization layer. 

However, the relative enhancement of Fe is slightly greater for 

ABS 41. Although the Fe/Si ratio is lower in the outer region (Fig.5) 

the elemental concentration of Fe is enhanced over the bulk by 50% for 

both glasses. 

Discussion 

Previous laboratory static leaching studies of glasses ABS 39 and 

41 in DI H2o at 90°c showed that ABS 41 was 3 to 4X more leach 

resistant (8). This superior performance of ABS 41 is duplicated in 

the STRIPA burial tests at 1, 3 and 12 month (3). Although various 

studies of the compositional dependence of leaching of alkali 

borosilicate glasses show that a critical concentration of network 
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forming oxides is needed for good leach resistance (9-11), the role of 

specific elements is still unclear (12). Current theories of nuclear 

waste glass leaching behavior indicate that saturation of various 

elements in the glass-water interface will produce multiple reaction 

layers on the glass surface (12,14). This type of surface has been 

denoted a type IIIB surface and the kinetics conditions necessary to 

produce such surfaces have been identified (12). Numerous studies of 

a wide variety of nuclear waste glass compositions have shown 

evidence of surface layer formation and concentration of Fe and other 

heavy elements in the surface (14-17). 

The SIMS profiles shown in Figs. 2-5 show that the improved leach 

resistance of ABS 41 is due to a combination of several of the above 

factors. Two distinct reaction layers form on both glasses. Ion 

2+ + + + + 
exchange of Ca , K, as well as H or H30 for the M species in the 

2+ + 
glass determines the thickness of the deepest layer. The Ca and K 

come respectively from the compacted bonteonite and dissolution of the 

K-rich feldspar in the STRIPA granite. Laboratory leaching of ABS 39 

in contact with bentonite and STRIPA granite also results in large 

concentrations of Kand Ca on the surface, analyzed by SEM-EDS and 

similar SIMS proviles for all the elements (18). 

One of the factors responsible for the improved leach resistance 

of ABS 41 may be the co-existence of Na and Li in the bulk glass. Even 

though the total concentration of alkali is greater for ABS 41 (25% vs 

21 %), the presence of Na and Li together is likely to result in a mixed 

alkali reduction of the rate of ion exchange (19). In addition, it has 

been shown that divalent cations in the glass can interact with the mixed 

alkali effect and further decrease the rate of ion exchange (5). It also 

has been demonstrated that Li+ will combine with A1 3+ to form a corrosion 
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resistant tetrahedral network complex and greatly retard dealkalization 

(20,21). Consequently the depth of Na and Li dealkalization and ion 

+ + . 
exchange with K, Ca and H, H30 is no more than 1. µm after the one 

year 90°C burial for glass ABS 41. For glass ABS 39 with only Na as the 

frit flux the depth of ion exchange is approximately 3.SX greater. 

The second major factor probably responsible for the better leach 

resistance of ABS 41 is the formation of a 0,2 ~m outer film enriched 

. 2+ 
in M species. All divalent ions; Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn, have concentrated 

within the thin outer film of glass ABS 41. A total concentration of 

9.2% by weight of the divalent cations is present in the ABS 41 outer 

film and less than 1% for ABS 39 (Table 1). It is well known in glass 

technology (22) and has been demonstrated in the corrosion of model 

Na 20-Ca0-Si02 glasses (5) that the presence of 2+ 
10w/o M cations in a 

glass greatly retards the rate of nedwork dissolution. 

It is now established that solution saturation of M2+ species gives 

rise to formation of a surface layer concentrated in these species (13). 

At a certain pH level the saturated species must come out of solution 

and precipitate on the glass surface (12,23). It has also been shown that 

the rate of change of solution pH, which is a function of flow rate, 

residence time, SA/V (surface area of glass/volume of solution), will 

affect the rate at which precipitation will take place (24). Thus, the 

very slow rate of deal kalization of ABS 41, discussed above, results in 

very slow increase in solution pH at the glass-glass interface. Consequently 

. 2+ . d h 1 when saturation of M species occurs an t e outer ayer forms on the 

glass there is very little attack under the layer or through the layer. 

2+ % 3+ 3+ . . 
The presence of 10% of M and 6.5. A1 , Fe cations in the outer layer 
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from network dissolution and the slow formation of the layer enables it 

to form as a coherent and dense film on the glass, as shown by Fig. 1 and 

ref (3). Consequently, diffusion through the dense coherent ~MO-Si02 layer 

is slow and dealkalization or network dissolution from under the film is 

impeded. 

Conclusions 

One year 90°c burial of two similar alkali borosilicate glasses in 

STRIPA granite produces markedly different rates of surface attack. Glass 

ABS 41 has approximately 3.SX less depth of ion exchange of Na, Cs and B 

+ + 
for K, Ca, H, H30 than glass ABS 39. The difference in depletion depth 

is ascribed mainly to formation of a thin ( 0.2 µm) coherent and dense 

outer layer on glass ABS 41 enriched in Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn-A1, Fe and Si. 

This outer film is resistant to network dissolution and impedes both ion 

exchange and network attack of the bulk glass underneath it. 
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Figure Captions 

1. FTIRRS spectra of nuclear waste glasses ABS 41 and ABS 39 after l 
year 90°C burial in STRIPA; glass/glass interface. 

2. SIMS compositional profiles of ABS 41 glass/glass interface (light 
or open lines) and ABS 39 glass/glass interface (dark or full lines) 
after one year 90°C burial in STRIPA; Na+, cs+, K+, and Li+, normalized 
to Si+. 

3. SIMS compositional profiles of ABS 41 glass/glass interface (light 
or open lines) and ABS 39 glass/glass interface (dark or full lines) 
after one year 90°C burial in STRIPA; Si+, ta+, zr+. u+, and y+, 
normalized to Sif. 

4. SIMS compositional profiles of ABS 41 glass/glass interface (light 
or open lines) and ABS 39 glass/glass interface (dark or full lines) 
after one year 90°C burial in STRIPA; Ba+, sr+, Zn+, ea+, and Mg+, 
normalized to Si+. 

5. SIMS compositional profiles of ABS 41 glass/glass interface (light 
or open lines) and ABS 39 glass/glass interface (dark or full lines) 
after one year 90°C burial in STRIPA; B+, Al+, and Fe+, normalized 
to Si+. . 



TABLE l 
90°c 

Glass Against Glass 
SIMS Surface Compositional Analysis 

ABS 41 "Gel", mid-plateau "Outer region" 

Bulk 1 yr. 1 yr. 

Si 42.1 66.2 67.1 

Li 9.8 1.55 1.1 

Na 15.55 11.0 8.7 

K 0.05 0.40 0.40 

Cs 0.30 0.25b 0.55 

Mg 0.03 0.12c 2.8 

Ca 0.01 0.4 0.5 

Sr 0.10 0.06b 0.07 

Ba 0.15 0. 25b 0.15 

Zn 1.80 2.1 5.7 

B 22.2 4.9a 1. 75 

Al 2.4 3.95 3.85 

Mn 0.45 n.m. n.m. 

Fe 1.80 3.95 2.6 

Zr 0.55 0.95 0.7 

Mo 0.75 n.m. n.m. 
y 0.06 0.09 0.04 

La 0.20 0.3 0.15 

u o~ 30 0.35 0.26 

1.0 

a: Cone. increasing with depth in "gel". 
c: Cone. decreasing throughout "plateau" region. 
n.m.: Not measured. 

ABS 39 "Gel," mid-plateau "Outer region" 

Bulk 1 yr. 1 yr. 

40.7 69.3 70.8 

(0.01) 

20.85 9.25 7.6 

0.04 0.45 0.35 

o. 30 0.09 0.06 

0.02 n.m. n.m. 

(0.01) 1.0 0.45 

0 .10 0.06 0.04 

0.15 0.02 0.01 

27.45 2. 1 1. 35 

3.05 5.0 5.3 

0.45 n.m. n.m. 

3.60 7.05 5.75 

0.55 0.9 0.8 

0.80 n.m. n.m. 

0.70 0.07 , 0.05 

o. 20 o. 25 0.15 

o. 30 0.4 0.2 

4.0 

b: Cone. varies; minimum in "gel" zone. 
x : Approx. depth of leached layer. µm 
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Introduction 

Previous studies of the authors have described an in-situ burial 

experiment at the 350 m level in STRIPA granite where repository conditions .. 

are simulated by 90°c center-line heaters. <1- 3) Two alkali borosilicate 

glass compositions (Table 1) ABS 39 and 41 are compared in the experiment. 

This paper describes the difference in surface layers formed by the two 
t 

glasses when they have been in contact with compacted bentonite saturated 

with 90°c water for one year under burial conditions in a borehole in 

the STRIPA mine. The configuration of the glass and compacted bentonite 

samples is the so-called "pineapple slice" arrangement which permits 28 

. (1-3) 
interfaces to be studied after disassembly. 

Earlier reports from this experiment emphasized that the glass/bentonite 

interface resulted in a substantially greater depth of alkali and boron 

removal from the galss. (l, 3) One of the objectives of this paper is to 

show the effect of compacted bentonite on the surface behavior of a number 

of cations of differing valence. Another objective is to compare the 

chemical nature of the surface layer(s) formed on glass/glass and water 

interfaces. Finally, results from glass/bentonite interfaces after burial 

d . h 1 b . 1 . d 1 h ( 4 ) 
are compare wit a oratory simu ations, reporte e sew ere. 

Method 

The nature of the burial experiment, glass and compacted bentonite 

characteristics, and use of Fourier transform IR spectroscopy (FTIRRS) 

and secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) surface analyses, to study 

the chan-es in glass surface have been described previously. (l, 2 , 3 , 5) 

Previous studies also presented representative optical microscopy of the 



2 

glass surface after 1, 3 and 12 mo. contact with compacted bentonite. (l, 3) 

The results shown herein help explain the features of these optical 

micrographs. The statistical variation in the glass burial surfaces in 

contact with bentonite has also been presented. (6) Data discussed in 

this paper are judged to be representative of the mean of the more than 

24 glass/bentonite interfacial areas investigated in this one year burial 
t 

experiment. Duplicated one year burial assemblies were used to confirm the 

results. 

The compositional profiles shown herein come from SIMS analysis 

areas, 40 µm diameter. Therefore the profiles represent an average 

composition of several "phase regions" on the outer surface layer (Table 1). 

2 Spot to spot analyses came from 10 µm areas which are small enough to 

show compositional differences characteristic of three different "phase 

regions", labeled A, Band C in Table 1. 

Results 

Figure compares the FTIRRS spectra of ABS 39 and 41 before and 

after exposure to compacted bentonite during the one year 90°C burial. 

Glass ABS 39 shows loss of a large fraction of non bridging oxygen-alkali 

and alkaline earth bonds in the region between 800 and 950 cm- 1. The 

peak remaining after the one year burial is composed primarily of Si-0-Si 

bonds, based upon previous spectral analyses of silicate glasses. 
(7-9) 

The FTIRRS spectrum of glass ABS 41 differs markedly from ABS 39 

after burial in contact with bentonite (Fig. 1). Although a silica-rich 

layer formed during the first 3 mo. of burial (see refs. 1 and 3), the 

spectrum after one year shows a considerable fraction of Si-OM+ and 

Si-O-M2+ bonds present in the surface. 
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SIMS compositional profiles of the two glasses also show major 

differences in both the depth of ion exchange and the chemical species 

1.n the surface layers (Figs. 2-5). Figure 2 compares the profi}es of 

+ 2+ 
M species in the surface, Fig. 3 compares M species, Fig. 4 compares 

3+ 
M , and Fig. 5 compares La and higher valence species. Since SIMS 

tproduces an elemental analysis, the assignment here of a single valence 

state for elements, such as Fe, with variable oxidation states is only 

an estimate used for comparative purposes. 

Alkali ion exchange extends to nearly 15 µm for glass ABS 39 (Fig. 

2 and Table 1 ) whereas it is less than 4 µm for glass ABS 41. All three 

alkali species 1.n the glass (Na, Cs, Li) are nearly uniformly depleted 

for glass ABS 39. 

In contrast, Na and Cs both show extensive build-up in the outer 

µm layer of glass ABS 41, although Li is completely depleted (Fig. 2). 

As a consequence ABS 41 has three distinctly different surface layers 

present; one depleted in alkali sandwiched between two others of higher 

alkali content. Each of these layers is only 1 m or less thick. 

A counter diffusion of K into the surface layers of both glasses 

1.s also observed (Fig. 2). This is due to the low K content of the glass 

and a high K concentration in the STRIPA granite ground water. (lO) The 

thickness of the K gradient is equivalent to the extent of depletion of the 

+ 
other M species. 

Table 1 shows that there are at least two "phases", each identifiable 

2 
on a 100 µm area, which make-up the outer layer formed on glass ABS 41 

and three "phases" on ABS 39. The alkali content 1.s appreciably different 

for each "phase". Region A on ABS 41 has 3X less Na than region Band 
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. . 2+ 3+ 
is very much richer in M and M cations. The three phases formed on 

ABS 39 show more than a 2X variation in Na and K content. 

. 1 . . 2+ f · 1 There is a so a substantial difference in the M pro i es•for the 

two glasses (Fig. 3), although not as much as is observed for glass/glass 

interfaces. (lO) Depletion depths for Ba and Sr (14 µm) in ABS 39 is 

•equivalent to the depths for the M+ ions. A counter diffusion zone of 

Ca, more than 2 atom percent extends throughout the ion exchange region, 

although Ca is nearly negligible in the bulk. 

Glass ABS 41, Fig. 3, also shows Ca in exchange for Ba and Sr and 

probably the alkali ion (Fig. 2). Magnesium, likewise coming from the 

bentonite is expceially dominant in the outer surface phases of both 

glasses. One of the phases on ABS 41 shows as much as 6% Mg as do two 

of the surface phases on ABS 39 (Table 1). 

The profile for Zn (ABS 41) comes the closest to matching the outer 

. 2+ . I . layer concentration of M species observed for glass glass interfaces 

. ( 10) 
observed after one year burial. There are three distinct surface 

layers with varying Zn content. The thickness of these layers corresponds 

to the thickness of the variable alkali layers formed on ABS 41 (Fig. 2). 

One of the most dramatic findings of this study is the extensive 

A1 ion exchange within the gel layer (Fig. 4). The depth of the A1 

+ 2+ . . 4 exchange for the M and M ions is nearly the same depth for ABS 1 

(4 µm), but is possibly less than the exchange for lower valence species 

for ABS 39. No A1 ion exchange was observed for glass/glass interfaces 

after one year <11 ) which indicats that the origin of the A1 ions is also 

the compacted bentonite. 
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The thick layer of Fe incorporated within the gel layer (Fig. 4) 

arises via ion-exchange from the bentonite as well. (A typical chemical 

analysis of the bentonite used is given in Table 2). There is an 

approximately 12 µm deep Fe enriched layer on ABS 39 and 4 µm ABS 41. Three 

distinct regions of the Fe concentration exists on both glasses. The 

thickness of the separate layers of ABS 41 is in the range of 1 µm, the same 

+ 2+ 
as the M and M layers. The increase of Fe within the outer surface for 

( 10) 
glass/bentonite is qualitatively similar to glass/granite interfaces, 

. ( 11) 
whereas it is dissimilar to the glass/glass interfaces. 

For each glass, Fig. 4 shows that the ion exchange of A1, Fe, Ca, and K 

is at the expense of Bas well as Na, and other lower valence species in 

the glass, all depleted to the same depth, i.e., 14-15 µm for ABS 39 and 

4 µm for ABS 41. Of the alkali metals, Na appears to deplete less than 

Cs or Li probably because of the presence of Na in the bentonite. 

A consequence of the surface ion exchange is the formation of three 

. . . . + 2+ 
layers which have differing Si content as well as variable M, M and 

3+ 
M concentrations (Fig. 5). These layers are especially distinct for 

ABS 41 where they are only to 2 µm thick. The outermost surface phases 

of the ABS 41 glass appear higher in Si than those of ABS 39 (Table 1). 

This difference, although small, may be significant enough to affect the 

. (12 13) 
glass corrosion rate. ' 

Uranium is lost from both glasses; as deep as the greater part of 

the ion exchange layer for ABS 41 but is only approximately 70% of the 

layer for ABS 39. Lanthanum is also lost to about the same depth as U 

for both glasses but gets concentrated in the outer surface layer to some 

extent whereas U does not. Thus the 4 to 5X greater rate of alkali and 
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B ion exchange for glass ABS 39, compared with ABS 41, is a factor of 

only 2X for La and U loss. Zirconium behaves like a network forming 

oxide and 1s accumulated thrughout the entire ion-exchange layer for 

both glases. The similarity of the Fe profile (Fig. 4) to that of Zr may 

suggest that Fe is associated with network formation as well. 

Discussion 

The net effect of the ion exchange of Na and B (and Li for ABS 41) 

from the glass network with solution ions from compacted bentonite is 

the development of multiple surface layers that are rich in (Mg,Ca)O-A1 2o3-

Fe2o3-Si02. Table 1 shows that the Si content of the plateau gel layer 

is increased by 19-24%, the A1 and Fe content is increased by 3 to SX 

and the Ca and Mg content is increased by several orders of magnitude 

in comparison with the bulk glass. The increase in the outer layers is 

even greater, expecially for Fe and Mg. 

As reported previously, (3) and sunnnarized in Fig. 6, the rate of 

10n exchange from bentonite is very much more rapid during the first month 

of burial, begins to slow during 1 to 3 months, and decreases substantially 

thereafter. The rapid rate of attack at the glass/bentonite interface 

within one month has also been reported in laboratory simulations. 

Christensen et al. (4) have shown that weight loss of ABS 39 after 28d, 

90°c static leaching was 1.5 to 2X higher in the presence of bentonite 

and crushed granite. SEM-EDS analyses of the reacted surfaces showed 

deposits containing K, Ca and Fe. A second phase of 10 µm particles was 

also observed which contained larger concentrations of rare earths. Larger 

2 area scans (40 µm ), equivalent to this paper, by SIMS showed that the 

laboratory leached glass in content with bentonite and granite had three 
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compositionally distinct layers on the glass, similar to those shown 

herein. However, the thickness of the lab layers were somewhat less than 

observed in our burial experiments. Possible explanations for these differences 

are discussed by Clark et al. <14 ) Recent mapping and depth profiling 

studies by SIMS at higher surface resolution, by Clark et al. ( 15 ) have 

•revealed similar phase formations in ABS 39 leached under different 

laboratory conditions. 

Quantitatively though the findings of the lab simulations in these 

studies and previous lab data on glass/bentonite interactions reported 

( 1) 
by the authors all confirm the presence of a short term rapid ion 

exchange process. Similar static laboratory leaching experiments of other 

. (16) 
nuclear waste glass compositions 1n the presence of clays, 

(17) . . (18) 
gran diorite, and hydrous s1l1cates show equivalent effects. 

The high initial rate for ABS 39 compared to ABS 41 is attributed 

mainly to its larger Na and B content which gives a 3X greater rate of 

surface depletion for glass/glass interfaces. <11 ) Bentonite provides 

a solution saturated in soluble Ca-Mg, Fe, A1, etc. and a high base 

exchange capacity for the Na and B. Consequently, the rate of cation 

exchange increases markedly for both glasses over the rate observed for 

a glass-water-glass interface. However, the incorporation of divalent 

and trivalent ions within the silicate network as Na and Bis exchanged 

results in a progressively more effective barrier to diffusion. Consequently, 

the longer term rate of surface depletion and ion exchange with bentonite 

present is nearly equivalent to that without bentonite, as shown in Fig. 6. 
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Conclusions 

Cation exchange of Ca, Mg, A1 and Fe from compacted bentonite for 

• 0 
primarily Na (Li) and B produces a glass surface zone after one year 90 C 

burial that has three silicate-rich layers. The thickness of these layers 

is approximately 1 m each for glass ABS 41 and approximately 2, 6 and 6 m 

2+ 3+ 
t (in inward order) for ABS 39. The larger concentration of M and M 

cations and high silica content of the reaction layers results in a 

considerably retarded rate of ion exchange after the formation of these 

layers during the first three months of burial. The loss of simulated 

radionuclides, U, La and Cs from the glass is slowed by the reaction 

layers. 
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Figure Captions 

1. FTIRRS spectra of nuclear waste glasses ABS 41 and ABS 39 after 

1 year, 90°c burial in STRIPA, glass bentonite interface. 

2. SIMS compositional profiles of ABS 39 glass/bentonite interface 

(light or open lines) and ABS 41 glass/bentonite interface (dark 

or full lines) after one year, 90°c burial in STRIPA; Na+, CS+, 

Li+ and K+ normalized to Si+. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

SIMS compositional profiles of ABS 39 glass/bontonite interface 

(light or open lines) and ABS 41 glass/bentonite interface (dark 

) 0 • • + + 
or full lines after one year, 90 C burial in STRIPA; Mg, Ba , 

+ + + . .+ 
Sr, Zn and Ca, normalized to Si . 

SIMS compositional profiles of ABS 39 glass/bontonite interface 

(light or open lines) and ABS 41 glass/bentonite interface (dark 

f 11 1 . ) ft 90°c bur~al 1·n STRIPA·, B+, Al+, Fe+ or u ines a er one year, i 

+ . .+ 
and Y nromalized to Si . 

SIMS compositional profiles of ABS 39 glass/bentonite interface 

(light or open lines) and ABS 41 glass/bentonite interface (dark 

or full lines) after one year, 90°c burial in STRIPA; Si+, U+, La+ 

+ 1 · . + and Zr norma ized to Si . 

6. Comparison of time dependent change of B depletion depth of ABS 39 

and ABS 41 glass/bentonite interfaces during 90°C STRIPA burial. 



TABLE 1 

Glass in Contact with Bentonite 

11Gel 11 , 1 Yr. Surface "Gel", 1 Yr Surface 
ABS 41 mid-plateau "Outer Region" Phase ABS 39 mid-plateau "Outer Region" Phase 
Bulk l Yr. l Yr. A B Bulk l Yr 1 Yr. A B C 

Si 42.l 64.0 61.2 62.9 68.9 40.7 64.5 58.8 59.9 61.0 59.3 

Li 9.80 0.658 0.3 0.15 o. 35 (0.01) 

Na 15.55 6.6 7.4 2.6 7.9 20.85 7.5 7.25 4.95 10.65 4.25 

K 0.05 1.2 1.0 1.0 0.75 0.04 1.0 1. 2 1. 3 0.6 0.65 

Cs 0.30 0.02b 0.06 0.02 0.001 0.30 0.07 0.06 0.02 0.003 0.005 

Mg 0.03 2.2 4.0 6.0 0.7 0.02 n.m. n.m. 5.9 0.8 5.8 

Ca 0.01 2.1 l. 2 0.18 1. 6 0.01 2.2 0.6 0.35 1.3 2.9 

Sr 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.001 0.005 0.10 0.06 0.06 0.002 0.004 0.03 

Ba 0.15 0.01 0.002 n.m. n.m. 0.15 0.11 0.10 n.m. n.m. n.m. 

Zn 1.80 0.35 0.9 0.065 0.035 

B 22. 20 1. 358 o. 32 0.33 0.55 27.45 0.42 0.25 0.4 0.5 0.4 

Al 2.40 9.4 9.5 17.9 10. 2 3.05 9.5 11. 5 7.1 9.2 10.2 

Mn 0.45 n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. 0.45 n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. 

Fe 1.80 6.85c 9.5 8.1 7.4 3.60 8.0c 11. 4 18.5 15.1 15.7 

Zr 0.55 1.85c 2.0 0.07 I 0.15 0.55 1. 85c 2.3 0.07 0.03 0.04 

Mo 0.75 0.03 0.02 n.m. n.m. 0.80 n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. 

y 0.06 0.05 0.05 n.m. n.m. 0.07 0.09 0.08 n.m. n.m. n.m. 

La I 0.20 0.08 0.05 0.002 0.004 0.20 0.15 o. 15 ·0.005 0.009 0.10 

u o. 30 0.03 0.015 n.m. n.m. o. 30 0.08 0.06 n.m. n.m. n.m. 

l\nn 3.8 14.8 

a: Cone. increasing with depth in "gel". b: Cone. varies; minimum in "gel" zone. 
c: Cone. decreasing throughout "plateau" region. X : Approx. depth of leached layer. 
n.m.: Not measured. 

µm 



Table 2 

Typical chemical analysis of bentonite 
( moisture free basis) 

constituent 

Silica ( Si02 ) 

Alumina ( Al2o3 ) 

Ferric Oxide ( Fe2o3 
Magnesia ( MgO) 

Lime cao) 

Soda Na2o) 

Potash ( K20} 

Ferrous Oxide ( FeO) 

Titanium Oxide ( Ti02 
Other minor constituents 

Chemically-held water (H2o) 

Mechanically-held water ( H2o 

percent by weight 
varies between) 

58.0 - 64.0 

18.0 - 21.0 

2.5 - 2.8 

2.5 - 3.2 

0 .1 - 1.0 

1.5 - 2.7 

0.2 - 0.4 

0.2 - 0.4 

0. 1 - 0.2 

0.5 - 0.8 

5.6 

0.0 
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INTRODUCTION 

An in-situ nuclear waste glass burial experiment at the 350 m level in 

STRIPA granite has been in progress for several years.(l-3) Potential 

repository conditions for the thermal period of storage are simulated by 90°C 

center-line heaters. Two alkali borosilicate glasses (Table 1) in the 

so-called pineapple slice configuration(l-3) are compared in the experiment 

with respect to their relative leach behavior in contact with: glass, 

bentonite, granite, copper, lead, and titanium. Previous publications have 

described the interfacial reaction gradients between glass-glass( 3,4) and 

glass-bentonite( 3,S) interfaces after one-year burial using secondary ion mass 

spectroscopy (SIMS), Fourier Transform IR Spectroscopy (FTIRRS), and optical 

microscopy methods. Other publications have reported the one-year interfacial 

reaction gradients after one-year, 90°C burial using Rutherford backscattering 

spectroscopy( 6} and surface profiling using precision profilometry, polishing, 

and FTIRRs.(7) The objective of the present paper in this series is to 

presen.t quantitative SIMS analysis of the glass-granite interfaces after 1 

year, 90°C burial. 

METHOD 

The nature of the burial experiment and use of FTIRRS and SIMS surface 

analyses to study the changes in the glass surface have been described in 

detail elsewhere.< 4, 8) The statistical variation in the glass burial surfaces 

has also been described elsewhere.( 3) Data discussed in this paper are judged 

to be representative of the mean of the 24 glass/granite interfacial areas 

studied in this one-year burial experiment. Duplicate one year, 90°C burial 

assemblies were used to ensure reproducibility of the results. 
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The compositional profiles shown herein come from SIMS analysis areas of 

40 µm diameter. Consequently, the profiles represent an average composition 

of several "phase regions" on the outer surface layer (see Table 2). 

RESULTS 

Figure 1 compares the FTIRRS spectra of ABS 39 and 41 before and after 

exposu!e to polished STRIPA granite interfaces during the one-year, 90°C 

burial. Very much less reaction has occurred for both glasses than is 

observed for glass-bentonite interfaces after the same time period.( 3,5) 

However both glasses show evidence of having developed a s;o2-rich surface 

layer during burial. The spectral intensity between 1000-800 cm-1 is 

significantly reduced for both glasses, and is nearly absent for ABS 39. This 

is the region where silicon non-bridging oxygen ions dominate the ~olecular 

vibrations. Consequently, the FTIRRS data show a major reduction in the 

concentration of non-bridging oxygens i~ the surface. In contrast, the shift 

of the silicon-bridging oxygen-silicon peak to higher wavenumbers is 

characteristic of an increase in the concentration of Si02 in the surface 

layer formed during burial. The same type of enriched silica layer has been 

observed on glass-glass and g1ass-bentonite interfaces after buria1.(l-S) 

SIMS compositional profiles of the two glasses show major differences in 

both the depth of ion exchange and the concentration of chemical species in 

the surface layers (Figs. 2-5). Figure 2 compares the profiles of M+ species 

in the surface. Fig. 3 compares M2+ species, Fig. 4 compares M3+, and Fig. 5 

compares La and higher valence species. Since SIMS produces an elemental 

analysis, the assignment here of a single valence state for elements with 

variable oxidation states, such as Fe, is only an estimate used for 

comparative purposes. 
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Alkali ion exchange extends to approximately 1.8 µm for glass ABS 39 

(Fig. 2 and Table l} whereas it is less than 0.5 ~ for glass ABS 41. Two of 

the alkali ions (Na and Cs) are depleted from ABS 39 but two others (Kand Li) 

are enriched within the reaction interfaces. All four of the alkalis have an 

increase in relative concentration in the outer 0.2 µm of the surface layer. 

This "precipitated layer" on ABS 39 is designated as Regions I and II in 

Figs. 2-5 and the elemental compositions for four such regions are shown in 

Table 2. In Table 2, S denotes the analysis of the outer surface. Region I 

is at an approximate depth of 0.07 1-1111; Region II is just inside the surface 

phases at 0.2 µm and corresponds to the beginning of the so-called "gel" 

zone. The middle of the gel zone at 0.65 µm depth is designated as Region 

III. Region IV corresponds to the inner border of the gel zone where the 

concentration of Band Na is just beginning to increase towards their bulk (B) 

value which is reached at Region Von the figures. 

The reaction zorie of glass ABS 41 is so much thinner that it was not 

possible to identify five reaction layers. ·Instead there appears to be only 

an outer layer of -0.1 µm depth, and a gel zon~ of -0.25 depth. Figure 2 

shows that three of the alkali elements (Li, Na, and Cs) are depleted within 

the gel zone whereas K is enriched. All four tend to concentrate within the 

outermost reaction layer. 

The concentration profiles of the M2+ elements, Fig. 3, also vary for the 

different elements in both glasses. Three elements (Mg, Ca, and Sr) are 

greatly enhanced within the gel zone for glass ABS 39 whereas only Mg and Ca 

are enhanced for glass ABS 41. Barium is depleted in the gel layer for both 

glasses. However, Sr is slightly increased for ABS 39 and significantly 

depleted for ABS 41. 
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All of the M2+ elements show an increased concentration in the outer 

precipitated layer ori ABS 39. In contrast, only Mg is greatly concentrated 

within the outermost layer of ABS 41. However, underneath the enriched Mg 

layer on ABS 41 is a Ca enriched layer. Both are only -0.1 µn thick. 

Substantial differences are also present in the M3+ compositional 

profiles. Boron is depleted in both glasses throughout the depth of the 

reaction zone. However. both glasses ABS 39 and 41 have an increase in Al in 

the reaction interface. This is especially the case for Regions I, II,and III 

of ABS 39 (Fig. 4). However, Table 1 shows that both glasses increase Al 

concentrations by about 2X. The largest difference however is in Fe 

concentrations. A very large Fe precipitation layer is present on ABS 39 with 

nearly a lOX increase over the bulk composition. Although Fig. 4 shows a ,,,. 

decrease in Fe/Si ratio in the outer layer of ABS 41 this is primarily due to 

the large ~i increase which makes the Fe/Si ratio drop. Table 1 indicates 

that there is a 2X increase of Fe within the gel zone for ABS 41. 

Differences in elemental Si profiles, Fig. 5, typify the two glasses. 

Glass ABS 41, which is significantly more leach resistant.(l, 3) has formed a 

Si-rich reaction layer -0.3 µm thick. There is nearly a 2X increase in Si 

content of this reaction layer (Table 1). In contrast, the Si enrichment of 

ABS 39 is considerably less (Table 1) and the thickness of the layer 

considerably more (~1.8 µm). This corresponds to a SX increase in reaction 

rate for glass ABS 39 over ABS 41. 

The rare earths, La and Y, are depleted from the middle of the reaction 

zone for both glasses (Fig. 5). Thus, the rare earths appear to migrate 

within the reaction zone at about a 2X slower rate than Band Na. Both Zr and 

U concentrate within Regions I, II and III for glass ABS 39 and thus become 
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components of the precipitation layer on the outer surface. However, there is 

less concentration of U within the outer layer for glass ABS 41. 

The thin multiple layers of greatly varying composition formed during 

b-wrial give rise to complex optical features on the glasses when viewed at 

120X magnification. Figure 6 shows that ABS 41 glass/granite interfaces may 

have very little evidence of reaction (6A) or a varigated appearance (68) 

where heterogeneous surface reactions have occurred. Because of the greater 

thickness of the reaction layers on ABS 39 (Table 1) the range of optical 

microscopic features is even more varied. Figure 6C shows extensive multiple 

birefringent patterns- due to the dehydration and cracking of the surface 

layers after removal from the wet bore holes and cleaning with ethanol. 

Portions of the cracked surface layers have spalled off (dark regions) in 

6C. Other portions of the glass-granite interface (60) show evidence of 

pitting attack of the glass although the total thickness of the reaction zone 

is only 5 µm. 

DISCUSSION 

A summary of the time dependence of the thickness of the reaction layer 

for both glasses is given in Figs. 7 and 8. Figure 7 compares the effect of 

the glass/glass interface. the glass/bentonite interface. and the 

glass/granite interface for ABS 39. Figure 8 makes the same comparisons for 

glass ABS 41. 

After one year at 90°C burial the thickness of the glass/granite reaction 

layer is substantially less than the other interfaces for both glasses. For 

ABS 41 the results are a reaction rate of only 3.6 x 10-7 m/year for Na and R 

depletion in contact with granite. The loss rates of Cs, rare earths, and U 

as respectively: ~2 x 10-7 m/year, 1.8 x 10-7 m/year, and 1.5 x 10-7 m/year 
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in contact with granite. For glass ABS 39 the loss rates are all 

approximately SX higher. 

One of the most dramatic features in Figs. 7 and 8 is the large 

difference in thickness of reaction layers between glass/granite and 

glass/bentonite. After one year the difference is a factor of !OX for glass 

ABS 41 and BX for ABS 39. These differences are almost entirely due to the 

accelerated rate of cation exchange during the first 3 months of burial. 

After one year at 90°C burial the sequence of reaction layers is nearly the 

same. Three silicate-rich zones are formed but they are very much thinner 

when the glasses are in contact with granite. This is because of the reduced 

solubility and ion exchange of granite as compared with compacted bentonite. 

The reaction layer thickness and rates of reaction of glass/glass 

interfaces are about a factor of 2X greater than the glass/granite 

interfaces. This difference is likely to be due to the enhanced Al and Fe 

concentration in the outer layer of the glass/granite interface. At one year 

the glass/glass interfaces have only a 1.SX increase in Al and Fe 

concentration( 4) whereas there is more than a 2X increase of both elements in 

the glass/granite interfaces (Table 1). Glass ABS 39 in fact has almost a lOX 

increase in Fe content. The presence of some soluble Al and Fe from the 

granite has been documented< 9) and consequently the combined loss from glass 

and granite during cation e~change presumably leads to a more rapid saturation 

of these species. Grambow has shown(lO) that the consequence of the 

saturation of Fe. Al as well as Ca and Mg will result in a sequence of 

reaction layers. Other studies have shown the evidence of these 

1ayers.(ll-l7) Nogues, et al. have also shown(lS) that when a critical 

concentration of Si+ Al+ Fe is exceeded a dramatic rise in glass leach 

resistance occurs. One of the authors (LLH) has shown that these conditions 
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can give rise to a highly protective glass surface. termed a Type IIIB 

surface. (IS) Aluminum ions in solution provide an alumina-silicate rich 

reaction layer which slows down leach rates considerably.( 19 , 20) The presence 

of granite at the glass interface appears to enhance the formation of the Type 

IIIB surface during 90°C burial. However, lab simulation studies( 9) of the 

glass-granite effect indicate that this favorable behavior may be sensitive to 

localized surface area to solution volume (SA/V) ratios and flow rates. 

Additional studies will be required to confirm the specific reaction 

mechanisms responsible for granite decreasing the rates of glass reaction 

during 90°C STRIPA burial. 

CONCLUSIONS 

One year 90°C burial of alkali borosilicate nuclear waste glasses in 

contact with granite results in a substantially lower rate of surface reaction 

than glass/glass or glass/bentonite interfaces. The reaction thickness of 

glass ABS 41 after one year is only 0.36 ~ and glass ABS 39 is only 1.8 µm. 

The difference between the two glasses is primarily due to the more rapid rate 

of cation exchange during the first 3 months of exposure. However, the rates 

between three and twelve months are also lower for the glass/granite 

interface. The lower rate of glass/granite attack appears to be due to a 

large increase of Fe and Al within the glass surfaces exposed to granite. Cs 

and U also are incorporated with1n the glass reaction layer formed in contact 

with granite which further reduces the reaction rate of these simulated 

radionuclides. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Fourier Transform IR Reflection Spectra of ABS 39 and 41 before and after 
1 year 90°C burial in STRIPA. 

2. SIMS compositional profile of ABS 39 (darker lines extending to 2 µm) and 
ABS 41 {lighterlines extending to 0.5 µm) comparing depletion depth of M+ 
cations after 1 year 90°C STRIPA burial. . 

3. SIMS compositional profiles of M2+ after 1 year 90°C ~TRIPA burial. Glass 
ABS 39 has dark curves extending to 2 µm. ABS 41 has light curves 
extending to 0.5 µm. 

4. SIMS compositional profiles of M3+ after l year 90°C STRIPA·burial. ABS 
39 has dark lines; ABS 41 light lines. 

s. SIMS compositional profile of [Si+], and other higher valent cations after 
1 year 90°C STRIPA burial. ABS 39 has dark lines; ABS 41 light lines. 

6. Optical micrographs (120X) after glass ABS 41 (A) and (B) and glass ABS 39 
(C) and (D) after one year 90°C STRIPA burial. 

7. Time dependence of reaction layer thickness (µm) for glass ABS 39 after 
one year 90°C burfal in STRIPA comparing glass/granite interfaces with 
glass/glass and glass/bentonite interfaces. 

B. Time dependence of reaction layer thickness (µm) for glass ABS 41 after 
one year 90°C burial in STRIPA comparing glass/granite interfaces with 
glass/glass and glass/bentonite interfaces. 
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TABLE 1 

One-Year, 90°C Glass Against Granite 
SIMS Surface Compositional Analysis 

(at% of cations) 
X denotes the extent of the corroded zone 

. 
ABS 41 ABS 39 

Gel Outer Gel Outer 
Bulk Mid-Plateau Region Bulk Mid-Plateau Region 

Si 42.1 75.0 74.5 40.7 64.9 43.7 Si 
Li 9.8 0.35 0.25 0.01 0.04 0.2 Li 

· Na 15.55 4.2 6.9 20.85 7.0 6.0 Na 
K 0.05 0.7 0.9 0.04 0.65 0.6 K 
Cs 0.30 0.35 0.4 0.30 0.30 0.25 Cs 
Mg 0.03 0.5 1.8 0.02 0.70 5.0 Mg 
Ca 0.01 1.1 0.7 0.01 1.0 0.6 Ca 
Sr n.10 0.06 0.04 0.10 0.2 0 .1 Sr 
Ba 0.15 0.11. 0.07 0.15 0.03 0.03 Ba 
Zn 1.80 2.25 2.5 Zn 
B 22.2 4.0 0.6 27.5 2.8 1.9 B 
A1 2.4 3.9 4.7 3.05 7.8 7.7 Al 
Mn 0.45 0.35 0.15 0.45 0.12 0.3 Mn 
Fe 1.80 3.9 2.2 3.6 7.5 29.6 Fe 
Zr 0.55 0.8 0.8 0.55 1.1 1.2 Zr 
Mo 0. 75 · 0.2 0.01 0.8 1.45 0.2 Mo 
y 0.06 !).06 0.04 0.07 0.12 0.()25 y 

La 0.20 -0. 2 0.12 0.20 0.17 0.01 La 
u 0.30 o. 3 · 0.2 0.30 0.55 1.0 u 

X( µm) 0.36 1.8 X( µm) 
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TABLE 2 

Quantification of Profiles, ABS 39 Against Granite, 
1 Year's Exposure in STRIPA 

Locations: S) Outer surface (outside surface phases) 

Element 

Si 

Li 
Ba 
K 
Cs 

Mg 
Ca 
Sr 
Ba 

B 
Al 

Mn 
Fe 
Zr 
Mo 

y 
La 
u 

H 

I) Region of "precipitated" surface phases (at approximate 
depth of 0.07 µm) 

II) Just inside of surface phases; beginning of "gel" zone (ea 
0.2 µm under outer surfaces) 

III) Middle of "gel zone (ea 0.65 µm depth) 
IV) Inner border of "gel" zone (Band Na cone. just beginning 

to rise; depth ea 1.1 µm) · 
B) Bulk glass. Onset of uncorroded ea 1.8 i.m depth. 

Concentrations in Atom-Percent of Cations (Neglecting H). 

s 

43.7 

0.2 
6.0 
0.6 
0.25 

5.0 
0.6 
0.1 
0.03 

1.9 
7.7 

0.3 
29.6 
1.2 
0.2 

0.025 
0.01 
1.0 !! 

I 

44.6 

0.25 
8.0 
0.8 
0.35 

2.6 
0.65 
0.1 
0.035 

1.65 
8.7 

0.4 
27.6 
1.2 
0.25 

0.065 
0.025 
0.7 

II 

63.7 

0.15 
6.8 
0.7 
0.35 

1.1 
0.75 
0.25 
0.025 

2.5 
10.0 

0.09 
7.6 
2.0 
0.25 

0.095 
0.035 
0.95 

III 

64.9 

0.04 
7.0 
0.65 
0.3 

0.7 
0.95 
0.2 
0.025 

2.8 
7.8 

0.12 
7.5 
1.1 
1.45 

0.125 
0.17 
0.55 

IV 

61.5 

0.035 
9.6 
0.5 
0.3 
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Introduction 

Experiments to assess the effect of relevant repository conditions 

on the attack of nuclear waste glasses have been underway in the STRIPA 

mine in Sweden for some time. Two glass compositions, ABS 39 and ABS 

41 (Table 1) with 9% simulated Swedish commercial waste products have 

(1-6) 
now been studied for more than one year. Three nuclear waste glass 

compositions with simulated U.S. defense wastes have been in place for 

several months. (7) In these experiments two sample configurations are 

compared; one is the so-called pineapple slice assembly(!) which enables 

28 glass-system interfaces to be studied, and the second is a minican 

assembly( 2) which provides 8 interfaces in addition to the cast glass-

stainless steel interface present in every can. Temperatures for most 

of the assemblies are maintained at 90°C to simulate the thermal period 

of storage. In addition a fraction of the assemblies which are located 

350 m deep in granite boreholes are equilibrated with the ambient mine 

conditions which range between 8 to 10°C. Water equilibrated with the 

burial hole seeps into the interfaces within the first few days of burial 

and the assemblies are damp upon removal after 12 mo. Therefore, this 

condition simulates the possible interfaces that can be exposed to 

repository ground water if a canister should be breached soon after 

burial (90°C) or long after burial (10°C). 

Previous surface evaluations(l-7) of the glass samples removed after 

1 mo., 3 mo., and 12 mo. burial have included optical microscopy, infrared 

reflection spectroscopy using a grating spectrometer, Fourier transform 

IR reflection spectroscopy (FTIRRS), and secondary ion mass spectroscopy 

(SIMS) with ion milling. 
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The objective of the present study is to compare the results from 

previous surface analyses of the 12 mo. KBS burial samples with those 

obtained with a Rutherford backscattering (RBS) method. RBS is a near 

surface analytical technique with a depth resolution of approximately 
O 0 

200 A and a penetration range of up to 40,000 A. References 8-14 describe 

the RBS method and summarize its application in a number of materials 

science areas. The method is generally most effective for heavy elements 

in a lighter matrix. Consequently, RBS analyses may be especially useful 

for determining changes in uranium surface concentration during burial. 

The SIMS analysis generally shows that U is lost from the glass surface 

at approximately the same rate as Na, and B, which are the most mobile 

species in the nuclear waste glasses. (l-6) There is little evidence 

in the SIMS data that U is concentrated in the outer glass surface 

reaction layer as are other multiple valence cations. Confirmation of 

this finding is important since it strongly influences the reaction rate 

constant of the loss of actinides from the glass during long term burial. 

Since these are long-lived elements any uncertainty in their loss rate 

constants is multiplied greatly during extrapolations of the glass burial 

data to the very long times required for secure repository behavior. 

In addition, the RBS method should be especially useful in evaluating 

glass-metal overpack interactions such as glass-Pb interfaces. 

Method 

The samples used in the study were from the pineapple slice assemblies 

as reported previously after 12 mo. 90°C burial in STRIPA. ( 3- 6) These 

include glass-glass and glass-bentonite interfaces. In addition, samples 
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from the ambient l0°C burial are reported. Glass-Pb interfaces are 

analyzed as well. 

The RBS data was obtained using the van de Graaf generator and RBS 

collection system of the University of Florida's Major Analytical 

Instrumentation Center. Rutherford backscattering analysis was 

performed using a 2 Mev alpha particle beam. The beam current was l\.lOO 

nA. 
2 

The beam area was ~1 mm. The scattering geometry was that of 

normal incidence with a scattering angle of 170°. The silicon detector 

had a surface area of ~20 mm2 and was positioned at ~120 mm from the 

specimen. The height of the distribution between the Al/Si and the 

Mn/Fe/Ni shoulders was used to normalize the spectra. The comparison 

between spectra was made on the basis of shape distribution. Such 

analysis was made very carefully because of the complexity of the 

spectra having so many overlapping contibutions. Analysis was aided 

by use of kinetic calculations which indicated the channel numbers 

corresponding to surface scattering from each constituent element. No 

attempt was made to resolve species of similar mass. 

Results 

Figures 1 and 2 compare the RBS spectra of nuclear waste glasses 

ABS 39 and 41 before corrosion and glass/glass interfaces after 12 mo. 

burial at 10°C and 90°C. An expanded scale of the spectral region 

corresponding to the heavy elements is shown in Fig. 3. The spectral 

location of the elements of interest in the nuclear waste glasses are 

indicated on the figures. Because of the close overlap of a number of 

elements they are discussed as groups, i.e., Mn group includes Mn, Fe, 

Ni; Sr group inclues Sr, Zr, Mo·; Cs group includes Cs, La, Ce, Pr, and 

Nd. 
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Peak heights for the various groups and the (Al+ Si)/Na ratio are 

reported in Table 2. The uncorroded RBS spectra of the two glasses 

reflect the greater (Al2o3 + Si02)/Na2o ratio for glass ABS 41. The 

RBS peak ratio of Al+ Si/Na of ABS 41 is 5 whereas ABS 39 is 3. Conversely 

ABS 39 has a higher Fe2o3 content which shows up as a higher RBS peak 

for the Mn group of this glass. The glass compositions are roughly 

equivalent for the other elements and Table 2 shows that such is the 

case for the RBS peaks as well. This confirms that the RBS data can 

be used semiquantitatively to compare the relative extent of glass surface 

reactions even with the large number of elements in these glasses. 

Table 2 shows that there is a considerable increase in the relative 

Si02 + A1 2o3 content of glass ABS 39 glass-glass interfaces after 1 mo. 

burial at 90°C, but only a small increase due to 10°C burial. The 

increase in Si02 + Al2o3 content is due to sodium ion depeletion from 

the glass. A small degree of enrichment of the surface with the Mn 

group, probably Fe, and considerable enrichment of the entire Cs group 

has also occurred during the 90°C burial. 

In sharp contrast ABS 41 shows almost no detectable changes in the 

glass surface after 12 mo. 10°C burial. A very slight Si02 + Al 2o3 

enrichment may be present. 

The changes in the glass surfaces in contact with compacted bentonite 

are very much greater as shown in Figs. 4-7 and Table 2. At l0°C both 

glasses show sodium depletion. However, silica enrichment is greatest 

for ABS 41. Burial at 90°C results in complete absence of a Na signal 

for ABS 39 and a very small signal for ABS 41. Thus both compositions 
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are enriched in Si02 + Al2o3 by about a factor of 4 to SX in contact 

with bentonite as compared with being in contact with glass. 

Table 2 shows also that elements from the Mn group, probably Fe, 

and from the Sr group, probably Sr, are enriched in the ABS 39-bentonite 

interface after 10°C burial. However, at 90°C only the Fe enrichment 

is observed and Sr is depleted for this glass. Elements from the Cs 

group are depleted at 10°C ABS 39 bentonite interfaces but enhanced at 

90°C. Uranium is lost from both the 10°C and 90°C ABS 39-bentonite 

interfaces by about a factor of 6X. 

The effect of compacted bentonite on U migration from ABS 41 is 

about the same as for ABS 39; however most of the other elements are 

not affected as much. There is some Sr group enrichment in the ABS 41 

glass-bentonite interface and a small depletion of the Mn and Cs groups. 

Thus, RBS analysis shows that the predominant influence of compacted 

bentonite on nuclear waste glasses is loss of sodium and uranium from 

the glass surface, in an ion exchange with cations in the bentonite, 

and formation of an alumina-silicate enriched layer on the g~ass surface. 

Certain cations such as Fe and Sr tends to be complexed or adsorbed within 

this silicate layer with most of the others unaffected. 

Effects of the 12 mo. burial on the nuclear waste glasses in contact 

with Pb are even more dramatic than with bentonite. Figures 8-11 and 

Table 2 shows that the surface of both glasses becomes essentially an 

(x)PbO•(y)Si02 surface. Most of the other elements in the glass are 

not detectable after the 90°C burial of ABS 41 in contact with Pb (Figs. 

9 and 11) and only a small amount of the Mn group is present for ABS 

· 39 (Figs. 8 and 10). The Pb reaction with ABS 41 is also extensive at 
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10°C. However, ABS 39 still shows a measurable concentration of the 

lower atomic weight elements at 10°C although they are considerably 

depleted in comparison with the uncorroded glass. 

In order to confirm that the surface layer formed in contact with 

Pb was primarily a lead silicate rather than a highly concentrated layer 

of U, an ESCA analysis of both 90°C glasses was run. The results are 

shown in Figs. 12 and 13 with only Pb, 0, C, and Si appearing for both 

glasses. Consequently, we conclude that a surface composed of Pb salts 

and (x)PbO-(y)Si02 phases is present on both glasses. 

Discussion 

The RBS results obtained in this experiment confirm nearly every 

observation made previously(l-6) on the STRIPA burial effects of nuclear 

waste glasses ABS 39 and ABS 41. SIMS, FTIRRS, optical microscopy and 

RBS also show that a silica-rich layer forms on the glass surface with 

the extent of the layer increasing when the temperature is increased 

or when the glass is in contact with wet compacted bentonite. All the 

experimental methods show that the extent of the surface reaction layer 

is greater for glass ABS 39 than for ABS 41. 

Each of the surface analyses, including RBS, show that the silica 

enriched surface layer results from a depletion of Na from the glass. 

Quantitative SIMS profiles establish that the Na and Bloss is due to 

Ca and K ion exchange with the ground water. The presence of wet compacted 

bentonite at the interface also results in exchange of Al and Fe as well 

as Ca and K for Na and B. Both SIMS and RBS data show that U is lost 

from the glass surface. When bentonite is present the loss is greater 

due to cation exchange with the clay. Increasing the temperature increases 
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the extent of U loss. Quantitative SIMS results show that the U migration 

is somewhat slower than the Na, and B exchange and all the surface reactions 

are considerably less after the first 30 days of exposure to water. The 

decrase in rate of surface depletion is presumably due to solution 

saturation effects at the glass surface as described by Grambow. (lS) 

Previous data(Z) on 1 mo. and 3 mo. glass-Pb interfaces showed a 

large enhancement of Pb in the glass surface to a depth of less than 

1 µm. Other multiple species such as U, Fe, Ba, La and Zn were depleted 

within the Pb-rich layer. There was little change in the thickness of 

this reaction layer with time. The present RBS and ESCA data shows that 

the surface is almost entirely composed of Pb salts and (x)PbO•(y)Si02 

reaction products. The RBS spectra for the Pb enriched interfaces are 

. . h . f d i f Pb · · · d O 6) 
consistent wit a non-uni orm epos to containing reaction pro uct. 

Previously SIMS analyses also indicates a non-uniform surface precipitation 

of a Pb-rich compound. (Z) 

Conclusions 

Rutherford backscattering analyses of glass-glass, glass-bentonite, 

and glass-lead interfaces after 12 mo. STRIPA burial at 10°C and 90°C 

confirm the previous findings of other surface analysis methods. Very 

thin, up to only a few µm, surface reaction layers form on the glasses 

due to loss of sodium and boron. Multiple valence cations are concentrated 

within the silica-rich surface layer with the exception of U. Bentonite 

accelerates these reactions and makes a thicker layer whereas Pb retards 

them and results in a Pb rich surface. 
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Glass 

ABS 39 

ABS 41 2.99 

*F.P. - Fission Products 

TABLE l 

GLASS COM:POSITIONS 

2. 99 

Oxide 

cs 2o 

SrO 

Bao 

Y203 

zro2 

Ho03 

Mn02 

NiO 

Ag20 

SnO 

sb2o3 

La2o3 

Nd2o 3 

Pr2o3 

Ce 2o 3 

CdO 

3. 1 

2.50 

19. 12 

15. 90 

wt \ 

9.88 

2.92 

5. 16 

1.69 

14.37 

18.30 

8.65 

4. 15 

. 0. 12 

0. 19 

0.04 

7.97 

13.58 

4.26 

8.42 

00.29 

100.00 

Si02 

48.54 

52.00 

uo2 

1. 66 

1. 60 

F.P.* 

9.0 

9.0 



Glass Interface 

ABS 39 glass 

glass/ 
qlass 
glass/ 
glass 

ABS 41 glass 

glass/ 
qlass 
glass/ 
glass 

ABS 39 glass/ 
bentonite 
glass/ 
bentonite 

ABS 41 glass/ 
bentonite 
glass/ 
bentonite 

ABS 39 Glass/Pb 

glass/Pb 

ABS 41 glass/Pb 

glass/Pb 

Table 2. Effects of 12 Mo. STRIPA Burial on RBS Spectra 

Peak to Peak Hei~ht 

T(°C) Na Al Si Mn Group Sr Group Cs Group 

before 0.3 0.9 ( 1. 5) 0.35 (0.9) 0.25 { 1. 7) 0.35 
corrosion 
10 0.3 1.0 (1.35) 0.3 (0.95) 0.20 (1.8) 0.45 

90 0.05 1.2 (1. 7) 0.35 (.95) 0.2 (2.25) 0.55 

before 0.2 1.0 (1.65) 0.4 (0.95) 0.2 (1.70) 0.40 
corrosion 
10 0.2 1.0 ( 1. 7) 0.4 (1.0) 0.2 (1.75) 0.45 

90 0.2 1.1 ( 1. 7) 0.4 (1.0) 0.2 (1.75) 0.45 

10 0.2 1.0 (2.0) 0.5 (1. 7) 0.3 (0.7) 0.1 

90 0.01 1.0 {2.5) 0.9 (0.4) 0.2 (1. 9) 0.3 

10 .1 1.0 ( 1.4) 0.4 ( 1.4) 0.3 (1.6) 0.4 

90 .05 1.4 (1.5) 0.4 { 1.1) 0.3 (1.6) 0.4 

10 0.3 1.1 {0.7) 0.4 (0.4} 0.2 (0.5) 0.2 

90 • 01 0.5 (0.4) 0.2 (0} 0.1 (0) 0.05 

10 .05 1.0 (0.2) 0.1 ( 0.1) 0.1 (0.3) 0.2 

90 .01 0.7 {0} 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 

Note: Numbers in brackets are RBS peaks measured on expanded scale. 

Peak Ratio 

U {Pb) A1Si/Na 

( 1. 2) 0.3 3. 

( 1. 2) 0.3 3.3 

(1.5) 0.3 24. 

{1.2) 0.25 5. 

( 1. 3} 0.25 5. 

(1.3) 0.3 5.5 

(0.2) 0.1 5. 

(0. 4) 0.1 100. 

(0.2) 0.05 10. 

(0.3) 0.05 28. 

(5.4) 2.8 3.6 

(7. 8} 3.9 50. 

(2.5) 2.5 20. 

( 8. 7) 8.5 70. 
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Previous publications have described a burial experiment designed to test 

nuclear waste storage systems interactions.O-5) The experiment involves 

burial of nuclear waste glasses of two compositions (Table I) similar to those 

selected by CEA (6) for solidification of commercial reprocessed wastes. Two 

configurations of glasses are used; both with a centerline hole suitable for 

insertion of a heater rod to maintain a 90°C centerline temperature, charac

teristic of the thermal period of storage. Samples without the heater rod are 

at the 8 to 10°C ambient temperature of the STRIPA mine at 330 m depth. One 

configuration, called the pineapple slice assembly, permits evaluation of 28 

interfaces at each time period.(l) Results from 1, 3, and 12 mo. evaluation 

of the pineapple slice samples have already been reported.(1-5) The same 
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procedures have been followed in evaluating effects of burial on three U.S. 

defense waste glass compositions.( 7) 

The second configuration, termed a mini can, only provides 8 interfaces 

for analysis at each time period.( 2) However, production of the minicans more 

closely approximates the process of melting and casting glass into stainless 

steel cans which has been used in the AVM process( 8) and will be employed in 

La Hague operations. ( 6) Consequently, if acce 1 erated attack at the cast 

glass-steel interface is possible, it should occur in this deep granite burial 

experiment. Also, if the presence of a compacted bentonite backfill material 

together with stainless steel corrosion products should result in a rapidly 

accelerating attack of the glass, it should also take place in this experi

ment. 

Early (1 month) burial results from the minicans showed very low rates of 

attack of the glass-glass interfaces, even at 90°c.( 2) A somewhat accelerated 

rate of attack was observed at minican glass-bentonite interfaces,( 2) 

equivalent to the accelerated attack at pineapple slice glass-bentonite inter

faces ( 1,3 ,5) There was no evi de nee of enhanced attack at the mini can g1 ass

steel interfaces after 1 month burial.( 2) 

The objective of this paper is to present results from 9U°C and l0°C 

minicans after one year burial in STRIPA. Because of the potential importance 

of the longer term burial response, a considerable extent of statistical 

confirmation of the surface analyses is performed as well. 

Method 

The mini cans were prepared by Dr. T. Lakatos, Swedish Glass Research 

Institute, Vaxjo, Sweden, by casting at 1150°C the two glass compositions 
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shown in Table I into stainless steel cans. After annealing, the ylass sur

faces were ground and polished dry to a 600 grit SiC finish. The mini cans 

were assembled as shown in a previous paper,( 2 ) and illustrated in Fig. 1, 

with alternating glass-g1ass and glass-bentonite interfaces. 

Removal from the burial hole required considerable force; a hydraulic 

jack was used due to swelling pressure of the wet compacted bentonite sleeve 

between the borehole and the minican assemnbly. The assembly was wet 

throughout. After disassembly, each interface was cleaned in an ultrasonic 

bath with 100% ethanol for 15 minutes. Eight areas ( 5mm diameter) were 

selected on each mini can interface for FTIRRS (Fourier Transform Infrared 

Reflection Spectroscopy) analysis. Each area was scanned 160 times and the 

resulting spectra were computer averaged and stored on floppy discs for 

subsequent digital comparison with other burial data. This analysis method is 

considerably more accurate than the single grating IR reflection spectra 

method employed in the one month burial experiment·( 2 ) Details of the FTIRRS 

method are described elsewhere.( 9) 

The over a 11 area sampled on the mini can interfaces represented ~30% of 

the total surface area exposed. In addition, one minican representative of 

each composition and interface type was selected from the 90°C assembly for 

additional statistical comparisons of spatial dependence of attack. To do 

this, 12 spots of 2 mm diameter were analyzed per interface arranged spatially 

as shown in Fig. 2. Because of the smaller aperture size, a total of 320 

FTIRRS scans were run per spot. Comparison of the spectra from the edge (E), 

median (M) and core ( C) of the mini can interfaces shou1 d estab 1 i sh whether 

preferential attack has occurred due to the y1ass/meta1 interface; i.e., the 

(E) position. 
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Experimental Results 

The compiled raw FTIRRS data for the 8 spots/interface of each mini can 

are given in Table 2. Data include: maximum peak position (Pm) of the 

silicon-bridging oxygen molecular stretching vibration (S peak located at 

~1050 cm- 1)(lO-l 2) and intensity of the peak (Im). The mean, Pm and Im, and 

the upper and lower limits of the primary spectral feature and the standard 

deviation (n=8) of each is also given for each interface in Table 2. 

Glass interfaces 1 and 4 and 5 and 8 are glass/bentonite and glass inter

faces 2 and 3 and 6 and 7 are glass/glass as shown in Fig. 1. 

The FTIRRS spectra characteristic of the glass surfaces before burial and 

the 90°C and 10°C glass-glass post buri a 1 interfaces are compared in Fig. 3 

for glass ABS 41 and in Fig. 4 for glass ABS 39. It is quite clear from this 

data that there is little change in the glass surface of either composition 

after 10°C burial. By contrast, the change occurring at 90°C is easily 

distinguished. 

However, when the range of results is examined, Table 2 and Figs. 5-6 it 

is evident that some attack has occurred at the 10°C glass/glass interfaces, 

with the extent being a function of position on the minican interface. There 

is only a small, ~2.7 cm-1, variation in peak position (Table 2 and Figs. 5-6) 

but a larger range of reflection intensity (a = 0.4 to 5) for the glasses. 

The small peak shift and small difference in magnitude of shift indicates that 

the silica-rich film that has formed is very thin and is consistent from 

sample to sample, glass to glass, and spot to spot on a given sample. 

However, there is some variation of roughness of the surface which results in 

the intensity differences. Comparison of the spectral data shows that there 
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is excellent reproducibility between interfaces for both ABS 41 (samples 41-2 

and 3) and ABS 39 (samples 39-6 and 7). Glass ABS 41 has a 5 cm- 1 greater 

increase in S peak location indicating that a more silica-enriched film has 

formed on that glass.(lO-l2) 

In comparison with the 10°C results, Figures 3 and 4 and Tab 1 e 2 show 

there is a substantially greater shift in the location of the Speak towards 

higher wavenumbers after 90°C burial for both glass compositions. There is 

also considerable loss of reflection intensity in the region 900 cm-1 after 

90°C burial for both glasses. The loss of intensity around 900 cm-1 is due to 

incongruent loss of alkali and boron ions from the glass surface.(lO-l 3) 

Incongruent dissolution gives rises to a silica-rich layer on the glass sur

face and the shift to higher wavenumbers is proportional to the concentration 

of Si-0-Si bonds on the surface.(lO-l2) 

Glass ABS 41 shows excellent reproducibility of the peak position Pm 

between samples (Table 2, samples 41-2, 3) although there is considerable 

variation from spot to spot on the surface (Fig. 7). The range of reflection 

intensity for the various areas analyzed, Fig. 2, is represented by the upper 

and lower curves on Fig. 6 (10°C) and Fig. 7 (90°C). The area that most 

closely represents the mean of the spectral location and intensity is plotted 

as the middle curve in these figures. For example, we see in Fig. 7 that spot 

(e) has an intensity of 23.2 and peak location at 1077 cm- 1 with considerably 

less loss in intensity at 900 cm- 1• Spots (g) and (c), which are generally 

more characteristic of the ABS 41 glass/glass interface are somewhat lower in 

intensity and are located several wavenumbers lower. Spot (b) on sample 41-3, 

is considerably lower and represents the lowest limit for ABS 41 glass/glass 

interfaces. 
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The same range of spectra 1 features is present on the ABS 39 gl ass/yl ass 

interfaces after 1 yr 90°C burial (Table 2, and Fig. 8). However, the mean 

peak location for glass ABS 39 is 18 cm- 1 lower. This is due to the lower 

Si02 content of this glass and a substantially lower concentration of Si-0-Si 

bonds in the glass ABS 39 surface after 1 year burial. This finding is 

consistent with previous buria1( 1- 5) and laboratory leaching studies of these 

two nuclear waste glasses. It is noteworthy that even when an area on glass 

ABS 41 shows a rouyhened surface and low intensity, such as 41-3c (Fig. 7), 

the peak 1 ocat ion is st i 11 higher than occurs on yl ass ABS 39. As discussed 

below, this difference is due to variations in the incorporation of 

multivalent cations in the glass reaction layer formed during burial. 

The glass bentonite interfaces show considerably more attack after 1 year 

10°C burial, Figs. 9-14, than the equivalent 10°C glass/glass interfaces, 

Figs. 3-6. The higher temperature, 90°C, exposure produces more surface 

reaction than 10°C, as expected, Figs. 9 and 10, for both glasses. However, 

it is especially important that the extent of the glass/bentonite reaction at 

90°C after 12 months is not substantially greater than was present after 1 

month.( 2) It is also significant that the 90°C glass/bentonite interface 

after 12 months shows only somewhat greater attack than the glass/glass inter

faces, Table 2. Both ABS 41 and ABS 39 minicans in tile middle of the 90°C 

assembly in contact with bentonite show the yreatest change (Table 2). This 

is similar to the stack location effect reported for the pineapple slice 

assemblies and is suspected to be due to a small temperature gradient with the 

ends being slightly cooler. Note that there is no difference in results as a 

function of location in the assembly for the ambient, 10°C, assemblies (Table 

2). 
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Variations from spot to spot on the 10°C glass/bentonite interfaces are 

quite large for both glasses and both locations of minicans, Figs. 11-12. The 

large peak developed at 900 cm- 1 for many of the samples indicates development 

of an amorphous surface phase enriched in M2+ cations. Nearly a11 spots 

analyzed on the 10°C glass/bentonite interface show evidence of the new sur

face phase. 

There is 1 ess evi de nee of the new amorphous surf ace phase on the 90°C 

glass/bentonite interfaces after 12 mo. burial (Figs. 13-14). Instead a major 

new peak deve 1 oped at 530 cm-1 on 3 of the 4 mini cans suggests that a new 

mineral phase is developing on the surface. This finding is consistent with 

the surface compositional changes reported previously for equivalent 12 mo. 

interfaces involving the pineapple slice configuration.( 3, 5) 

In order to test the susceptibility of the glass/metal interface at the 

edge of the minicans to accelerated attack during 90°C burial an extensive 

series of 2 mm diameter spot to spot analyses was made according to the 

geometric array shown in Fig. 2. The results of this study are presented in 

Table 3. The range of spectra as well as the spectrum representing the mean 

are similar for the glass/glass interfaces and the glass/bentonite interfaces 

shown in Figs. 3-14 for the 5 mm diameter spots. The spectra for minicans ABS 

41-3 and 39-7 glass/glass interfaces are compared in Table 3. Also edge and 

cventer locations for minicans ABS 41-4 and 39-8 with g1ass/bentonite inter

faces are compared in Table 3. 

It is evident in Table 3 that ABS 41 shows a higher peak location for all 

three locations than does ABS 39. There is also relatively little difference 

between the means of the edge, middle, and center peak locations for ABS 41. 

Use of students I t-test showed no stat i st i ea 1 difference in peak location or 

peak height locations for A8S 41 at a 99% confidence level. 
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Thus, there is no preferential edge attack at the glass/stainless steel 

interface of the minicans with glass ABS 41 during 12 months 90°C burial when 

glass/glass interfaces are in contact. 

An equivalent analysis of edge, middle, and cent er spectra for ABS 39, 

(Table 3) showed more location sensitivity after the 90°C 12 months burial. 

However, there was no stat i st i ea 11y significant difference, 99% confide nee 

level, between the peak 1 ocat ion of the edge vs the middle for ABS 39 even 

though there was a difference for peak height. There was a significant 

difference in peak location between middle and center for the ABS 39 minican, 

but not in height. Both peak location and height of the edge location was 

significantly different from the center. 

Consequently, ABS 39 minicans do show significant variations among 

various spot locations on the glass surface. However, this variation exists 

at various locations on the surface and not just at the glass/metal edge. 

This means that there is no systematic sensitivity of the ABS 39 glass to 

corrosion attack at the stainless steel-can interface during 12 months 90°C 

burial. 

However, the presence of bentonite leads to a statistically significant 

difference between the edge and center of minicans ABS 41-4, and ABS 39-8. 

Discussion 

Statistical distribution plots are a convenient way to compare the two 

glass compositions, two types of interfaces, and two burial temperatures. 

Figures 15-18 show such graphical comparisons. In these figures the center of 

the bar graph is the statistical mean of the peak location (cm- 1) and the 

width is± one standard deviation of peak location. The asterisk in the graph 
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is the mean of the peak height and the width of the upper segment of the 

height is the± standard deviation of the height. Thus, when two bar graphs 

overlap there is no statistical difference between the two samples; when they 

do not overlap there is a significant difference. 

Figure 15, which illustrates glass/glass interfaces, shows that both 90°C 

glass compositions have been shifted to significantly higher peak locations as 

a result of the 12 mo. burial. Both glasses are statistically different in 

their behavior. The difference between the two compositions shows up even 

after the 10°C burial. A dramatic increase in wavenumber exists between the 

90°C and 10°C buri a 1 samples. This is because there is considerably more 

sodium and boron ion exchange from the glass surface at 90°C than at 10°C. 

Thus, the glass surface develops an increased concentration of Si-0-Si bonds 

to form a silica-rich surface layer at 90°C. This finding is equivalent to 

that reported in detail for the pineapple slice burial assemblies using SIMS 

analysis. 

Figure 16 shows that the equivalent pairs of ABS 39 and 41 minicans in 

both 90°C and 10°C assemblies behave the same as those shown in Fig. 15. This 

is an important finding since it shows that there is reproducibility from 

minican to minican. Thus, a routine melting and casting operation of two 

compositions of nuclear waste glasses result in statistically equivalent 

surface behavior after one year of burial in both thermal (90°C) and post

thermal (10°C) conditions. 

The differences in behavior between the two glass compositions is also 

repeatable for the equivalent pairs of samples. These results also correspond 

to the findings of pineapple slice assemblies.(l- 5) The statistical 

equivalence between various sample configurations, duplicate samples, and 
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compositional dependence yield considerable confidence that the results from 

these burial experiments are representative of the behavior of these nuclear 

waste glasses under relevant repository conditions. 

The presence of compacted bentonite at the glass interface not only 

accelerates the initial rate of cation exchange, but also introduces more 

variability in the surface behavi or. Figures 17 and 18 i11 ustrate this 

point. However, at 10°C burial there is no statistical difference between 

duplicate ABS 39 and 41 minicans. The composition difference of the two 

glasses present without bentonite is diminished when bentonite is present, as 

also shown in the pineapple slice assemblies,( 1- 5) but is still statistically 

significant. 

After 90°C buri a 1, the glass reaction with bentoni te produces 

sufficiently thick layers, see Ref. 5, that there is inconsistency between the 

duplicate minicans; i.e., compare Figs. 17 and 18. This is likely to be due 

to the formation of a hydrated mineral phase on the surface ri eh in M2+ and 

M3+ cations, as discussed by Lodding et al .( 5). Secondary ion mass spectros

copy {SIMS) profiles of the 12 mo glass surfaces show that there is silica 

enrichment of the glass surface with extensive amounts of ca2+, Al 3+, and Fe 3+ 

cations.( 5) Depletion depths of Na and B from these surfaces provide the 

basis for long-term extrapolation of glass burial behavior. 

Conclusions 

The present FTIRRS results show that the quantitative SIMS data on pine

apple slice assemblies can be extended to nuclear waste glasses cast into 

stainless steel canisters replicating the production steps required for 

solidification of commercial or defense wastes. There is no significant 
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corrosion effects associated with the steel canister glass interface. Glass 

ABS 41 shows a slower rate of attack at both 10°C and 90°C than ABS 39, as 

shown previously. Burial at post thermal, 10°C, ambient conditions, produces 

barely detectable surface changes for glass-glass interfaces even after 1 year 

of burial. This finding confirms data from 1 year pineapple slice assemblies 

that show surface depletion rates of less than 0.1-0.5 l,llTI/yr. Bentonite 

accelerates the early stage of cation exchange of the glass minicans but not 

the long term attack. 
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Table 1 

Compositions of Nuclear Waste Glasses and 
Simulated Fission Product Oxides {F.P.O.) 

Glass Na20 Li20 ZnO Al203 B203 Fe203 Si02 U02 F.P.O. 

ABS 39 12.91 3.1 19.12 5. 71 48.54 1.66 9.0 

ABS 41 9.40 2.99 2.99 2.50 lS.90 3.60 52.00 1.60 9.0 

Simulated Fission Product Oxides wt % 

Cs20 9.88 

SrO 2.92 

BaO 5.16 

Y203 1.69 

Zr02 14.37 

Mo03 18.30 

Mn02 8.65 

NiO 4.15 

Ag20 0.12 

SnO 0.19 

Sb203 0.04 

La203 7.97 

Nd203 13.58 

Pr203 4.26 

Ce2U3 8.42 

CdO 00.29 

100.00 



Table 2 

FTIRRS* Results of 12 Month Minican Burial in STRIPA 

S Peak Location (P) (cm- 1) s Peak Intensity ( I) 

ABS Glass Interface Temp No. of Upper Lower Mean Standard Upper Lower Mean Standard Type and oc Analysis Limit Limit pm Deviation Limit Limit Ip Deviation Location m 01 

41-1 glass/bentonite 10 8 1066 1058 1061 2.6 20.8 8.7 15.0 4.9 41-2 glass/bentonite 10 8 1041 1033 1037 2.8 26.7 17.4 21.4 4.0 41-3 glass/bentonite 10 8 1042 1034 1037 2.8 25.2 18.4 22.3 2.6 41-4 gl ass/bentonite 10 8 1064 1057 1061 2.2 10.9 9.9 10 .4 0.4 

39.5 ylass/bentonite 10 8 1061 1050 1054 3.5 11. 7 4.7 8.8 2.7 39.6 glass/glass 10 8 1033 1027 1030 2.9 26.3 22.0 25.1 1.4 39-7 ylass/glass 10 8 1038 1028 1033 3.1 26.2 24.9 25.5 0.5 39-8 glass/bentonite 10 8 1056 1052 1054 2.4 16.0 6.7 12.4 2.8 

41-1 glass/bentonite 90 8 1067 1060 1065 2.5 10 .3 l.3 6.9 3.4 41-2 glass/glass 90 8 1093 1066 1075 7.9 23.2 11.3 16.2 5.2 41-3 glass/glass 90 8 1084 1065 1075 5.9 24.2 4.9 16.3 5.7 41-4 glass/bentonite 90 8 1065 1017 1043 16.7 11. l 4.8 7.6 2.6 

39-5 glass/bentonite 90 8 1047 1023 1034 10.0 12.5 4.0 6.9 3.2 39-6 glass/glass 90 8 1065 1045 11057 7.5 21.7 15.2 18.0 2.4 39-7 glass/glass 90 8 1064 1045 1056 6.3 21.9 8.5 16.0 4.4 39-8 glass/bentonite 90 8 1063 1044 1053 7.2 14.2 5.7 11.2 2.8 

*(5 mm spots, 160n scans/spot) 



Table 3 

Geometric Dependence of FTIRRS* Results of 12 Month 
Minican Burial in STRIPA 

S Peak Location (P) (cm- 1) s Peak Intensity ( I ) 
ABS Glass Interface Temp No. of Upper Lower Mean Standard Upper Lower Mean Standard Type and oc Analysis Limit Limit pm Deviation Limit Limit Ip Deviation Location m 

cr I 

41-3(E) glass/glass 90 4 1080 1070 1074 4.3 21.4 14.2 18.0 2.9 41-3(M) glass/glass 90 4 1083 1066 1077 7.3 21.3 12.1 17.1 3.8 41-3(C) glass/glass 90 4 1083 1072 1079 4.8 21.2 15.4 17.7 2.7 

39-7(E) glass/glass 90 4 1065 1060 1062 2.2 16.8 7.2 10.0 4.7 39-7(M} glass/glass 90 4 1061 1056 1059 2.1 23.6 17.6 21.6 2.8 39-7(C) glass/glass 90 4 1068 1066 1067 0.8 21.7 19.7 21.0 0.9 

41-4(E) glass/bentonite 90 6 1045 1006 1017 14.8 18.1 6.1 12.3 3.9 41-4(C) glass/bentonite 90 6 1071 1035 1056 13.3 8.4 1.2 4.2 2.7 

39-8(E) glass/bentonite 90 6 1065 1026 1044 16.0 16.1 10.2 12.8 2.4 39-8(C) glass/bentonite 90 6 1065 1046 1058 7.4 18.5 1.7 10.7 8.0 

*(5 mm spots, 160 scans/spot) 



Table 4 

Statistical Comparison of 1 Year Minicans 

C.L. Vmax 

90 1 mc41-l to 90 1 mc41 
0.01 YES 

90' mc39-5 to 90 1 mc39 
0.01 YES YES 

mc39-7E to mc39-7M 
0.01 NO YES 

mc39-7E to mc39-7C 
0.01 YES YES 

mc39-7M to mc39-7C 
0.01 YES NO 

mc39-8E to mc39-8C 
0.01 YES NO 

mc39-7E to mc39-8E 
0.01 YES NO 

mc39-7C to mc39-8C 
0.01 YES YES 

mc39-7E to mc41-3E 
0.01 YES YES 

mc39-7M to mc41-3M 
0.01 YES NO 

mc39-7C to mc41-3C 
0.01 YES NO 

mc41-3E to mc41-3M 
0.01 NO NO 

mc41-3E to mc41-3C 
0.01 NO NO 

mc41-3M to mc41-3C 
0.01 NO NO 

mc41-4E to mc41-4C 
0.01 YES YES 

mc41-3E to mc41-4E 
0.01 YES YES 

mc41-3C to mc41-4C 
0.01 YES YES 

mc39-8E to mc41-4E 
0.01 YES NO 

mc39-8C to mc41-4C 
0.01 NO YES 
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